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Green Racing history


April 2006 SAE International established Green Racing Working Group



Group became forum for OEMs, motorsport sanctioning bodies, and organizations
with an interest in addressing 21st century energy and environmental issues



This effort resulted in the Green Racing Protocols published Oct. 2008 (SAE J2880)



Protocols guide motorsport to greater energy efficiency, reduced petroleum use,
and minimized environmental footprint



Several major racing series around the world have taken steps outlined in the
protocols



In October 2012 a second committee was formed to revise the protocols
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Purpose of Green Racing


Green Racing encourages OEMs to undertake rapid development and marketing of
“green” technologies through motor sport competition
– Build a solid partnership in the arena of technology development
– Establish motorsports as a sustainable activity
– Record “wins” in development which would not have been done elsewhere



Reasons for using motor sports as a development tool
–
–
–
–



Rapid technology innovation
Proving ground, extreme conditions
Ready made audience for marketing and outreach
Connect suppliers with teams to develop product

Expected results
– Accelerate introduction of green technologies into production cars
– Public awareness and acceptance of clean, powerful and efficient vehicles
– Remove technology apprehension
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Elements of Green Racing



The use of renewable bio-based/non-petroleum fuels
– E10 gasoline, cellulosic E85, Bio-butanol and ULSD partially derived from GTL technology



The use of multiple engines, fuels, and powertrain configurations balanced
through sporting regulations
– Gasoline IC engines (including direct injection), diesel (with particulate filters), and
hybrid technologies



The use of regenerative energy powertrain technologies that recover and re-use
energy
– History making hybrid electric prototype
– Other technologies to recover and reuse wasted energy
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Green Racing protocol elements


Propulsion Systems
– Open opportunities for hybrids, advanced transmissions, waste heat recovery, etc.



Fuels/Energy Carriers
– Sanction use of diesels, gaseous fuels (CNG/H2/etc), renewables, electricity



Energy Recovery
– Allow improved methods of storing recovered energy
– Includes electric, kinetic, and hydraulic/pneumatic methods of storage



Improved Efficiency
– Rewards efficiency through kinetic, aerodynamic, energy, or tractive improvements
– Reduce consumables other than fuel such as tires and lubricants



Emissions
– Implement emissions reduction equipment/technologies
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Green Racing scoring methodology example[1]
1. Energy Efficiency

2. Petroleum Displacement

3. Green house gases emissions

Green Racing Score =
a * Energy Efficiency + b * Petroleum Displacement + c * GHG emissions
a, b, and c equal relative weighting multipliers for each scoring criteria (a number between 0 - 1)

How efficient
the racecar uses fuel:

How much petroleum
the racecar uses:

How much greenhouse gas
the racecar emits:

Score takes the ratio of the
racecars total kinetic energy
over the race by the total fuel
energy consumed

Score calculates how much nonrenewable petroleum is used,
including upstream petroleum
used to make the fuel

Score calculates the amount of
CO2 the racecar emits during
the race, plus, any CO2 that
was formed in making the fuel

1. Example of how scoring could be done for demonstration purposes. Other methods are available.
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1. Energy efficiency
Every lap, the racecar covers one of four known distances:
1. Start-to-start 2. Start-to-pit entrance 3. Pit exit-to-start 4. Pit exit-to-pit entrance

Time for each distance is recorded, average velocity calculated:
Velocity per lap (average) = known distance (one of four) / time

Kinetic energy for each lap is calculated and summed with previous laps:
Kinetic Energy = ½ Mass * Velocity2 , Total Kinetic Energy = Sum of kinetic energies for each lap

½ Mass * Velocity2
…Kinetic energy out

Fuel energy in…

Total kinetic energy is then divided by the total fuel energy consumption:
Energy Efficiency = Total Kinetic Energy (Work) / Energy Consumption (Fuel)
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2. Petroleum displacement
Petroleum used by the racecars over a race is recorded

This includes the petroleum used to propel the car (tank-to-wheel)
and the amount used to produce the fuel (well-to-tank)
Total use is summed
Petroleum Displacement Score = Y * (upstream petroleum energy + downstream petroleum energy)
Y = coefficient depending upon fuel chosen (less petroleum used upstream lowers this value)

Well-to-Tank
(upstream)
Petroleum

Tank-to-Wheel
(downstream)
Petroleum
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3. Greenhouse gas emissions
The greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide (CO2), is a by-product of combusting petroleum

Total amount generated includes propelling the car (downstream)
and the amount to produce the fuel (upstream)
Greenhouse gas emissions are calculated and added to score
Greenhouse gas score = 3 * (upstream CO2 + downstream CO2)
Upstream CO2 = Total energy consumed * upstream factor
Downstream CO2 = Total energy consumed * carbon in the fuel used
CO2 formed processing and
shipping the fuel- if biomass, the CO2
generated is reduced by bio-material
absorbing CO2 in production thereby
reducing GHG footprint

Upstream

Downstream
CO2 formed combusting petroleum
fuels- this is the tank to wheel
contribution
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A Green Racing demonstration
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Objectives


Demonstrate using renewable fuels/modern technology in a stock car
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)



Significant petroleum displacement
Significant well-to-wheel (WTW) greenhouse gas reduction
Significant criteria emission reduction
Increased performance
Greatly reduced operational cost

Generate significant educational outreach
1) Supply a market for sustainable renewable fuels
2) Reduce apprehension for adopting the use of newer fuels/technologies
3) Increase the numbers of racers, spectators, and open new business opportunities
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Engine testing
 LS3 based 6.2L GM CT-525 engine tested at Mast Motorsports
 Testing benchmarked technologies and fuels:
1) Fuel injection vs. carburetion
2) E85 vs. 100 octane race fuel
3) Catalyst vs. non catalyst
 Sensors, Inc. SEMTECH DS was used for emissions/fuel consumption analysis
(portable emissions measurement system- PEMS)
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E85 EFI w/ catalysts vs. 100 octane carburetor
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EFI = Electronic Fuel Injected E85 = ethanol fuel (85% ethanol, 15% petroleum) carb = carbureted
nocat = no catalyst 100CPI = 100 cell per inch catalyst 300CPI = 300 cell per inch catalyst 100oct = 100 octane race fuel
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Track testing
 The same 6.2L GM CT-525 engine was used in a Chevrolet Camaro circle track car,
tested at New Smyrna raceway
 Sensors, Inc. SEMTECH DS portable emissions measurements system used for
emissions/fuel consumption analysis
 Testing matrix
1) E85 vs. 100 octane race fuel
2) Fuel injection vs. carburetion
3) Catalyst vs. non catalyst
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Dynamometer/track tests detail increased performance
On track recorded engine speed/load points. Data points
color coded between EFI/E85 and carburetor. E85 more
power for vast majority of drive cycle.

RPM
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Drive cycle %
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E85, EFI configuration with catalysts makes more
power and torque 87% of the time weighted
engine RPM/load range: Results = faster lap times.

87%

EFI

Carb
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Catalyst emission reduction - EFI configuration

EFI = Electronic Fuel Injected E85 = ethanol fuel (85% ethanol, 15% petroleum) carb = carbureted
nocat = no catalyst 100CPI = 100 cell per inch catalyst 300CPI = 300 cell per inch catalyst 100oct = 100 octane race fuel
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Race demonstration
 The Chevrolet Camaro circle track race car using the same 6.2L GM CT-525 engine was
raced at the La Crosse-Wisconsin Oktoberfest, 2010
 Data acquisition system measured fuel flow, CAN parameters, GPS
 Race car ran exclusively on E85, fuel injection, catalytic convertors (100 CPI)

 Data was analyzed and the petroleum displacement/GHG reduction determined
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La Crosse Speedway – ½ mile asphalt track

The Project G.R.E.E.N Camaro placed 14/65
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…and what did it cost us? E85 + tech saved $31,593
Fuel costs

Engine costs
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Cost of E85 was ~$2.35 per gallon. Race
fuel at the track was $10.75.



The GM production CT-525 engine costs
approximately $8500 (our engine).



Consuming just over 16 gallons of E85,
our fuel cost for the weekend was $38.



Custom built fuel injected LS3 engines
cost approximately ~$14,000 (670 HP).



Accounting for the per gallon E85 energy
deficit, race fuel would have cost $131.



Race engines at the event cost
approximately $40,000.

These cost savings would grow the market size
and support for renewable fuels
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The U.S. consumes over 20 million barrels of oil
per day, ¼ the worlds total. How much is that?
One day of U.S. consumption, 20 million barrels side-by-side, would stretch from
California to the east coast, back to the west coast, then back to Nebraska.
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The upcoming global oil gap[2]

2. The Oil Crunch- A wake-up call for the UK economy, Industry Taskforce on Peak Oil & Energy Security Second report of the UK Industry Taskforce on Peak
Oil & Energy Security (ITPOES). February 2010.
Fig 6.6 Oil demand for the historical period 1920-2008, with extrapolations to 2050 for the IEA ‘Reference Case’ (1% growth rate) and the ITPOES ‘strong growth’ case. Also
shown are two projections for production: a plateau (based on Shell’s paper in the first ITPOES Oil Crunch Report, 2008), and the ITPOES production cap (Section 3) followed
by a 1 percent per annum net depletion rate. (Sources: BP Statistical Review of World Energy and the IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2009).
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Petroleum displacement - 33 laps of racing (~21 mi)
Racing
Petroleum/EtOH consumed [gal]
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Using E85, the Project GREEN Camaro
consumed 0.8 gallons of petroleum. The
rest was renewable ethanol. A small sedan
with a 4-cylinder engine consumes ~0.9
gallons of petroleum going the same
distance over mixed city/highway driving.
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GREET modeled greenhouse gas results[3]

Well-to-wheel CO2 (g/mi)
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Using E85/E100, the Project GREEN Camaro racing
full speed using cellulosic E85 would generate less
WTW GHG per mile than a small 4-cylinder sedan
driving mixed city/highway cycles using petroleum
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3. http://www.transportation.anl.gov/modeling_simulation/GREET/index.html
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Circle track racing has tremendous renewable fuels and
advanced technology outreach potential!
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20+ million people attend grassroots oval track races (annually)
Auto racing is the #2 television audience sport in the U.S. (second to the NFL)
There are approximately 443,000 participants (teams/drivers) in the United States
There are over 1,100 oval tracks in the U.S.- every state has an oval race track
States with 40 or more circle tracks

[4]

Fan demographics
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4. According to 2004 data, Circle Track Magazine
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Faster. Cheaper. Cleaner. Sustainable.
There are no Compromises






Going green and going faster are synonymous
– increased performance at a ~75% cost reduction
– reduced petroleum consumption ~ 80% with domestic renewable fuel
– reduced GHGs by ~75%
– criteria emissions by ~60%
Circle track racing/aftermarket offers large audience for renewable fuels and
sustainability
Tremendously powerful message if cellulosic E85/advanced technology used
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Environmentalists?
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Environmentalists!
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Next steps



Get buy-in from the committee for Green Racing
With summary
– Approach sponsors
– Approach big sponsors (Sonoco’s, etc)
– Get their sponsorship




Determine sanctioning organization for race
Approach ALMS
– Myron approach Panoz for ALMS contact?



Follow up discussion with FIA
– E Series Formula




Send presentation/J2880 material
Put together Sponsorship package to approach sponsors
– Myron/Marvin



Contact Clean Cities in Phoenix
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